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Usend started by improving the way Brazilians sent money from the US to their relatives in Brazil. Now 
Usend delivers multiple financial services including debit cards, stock trading, and shopping to 
consumers and businesses in over 60 countries. 



Sending money from Brazil, the US, and Canada can be expensive, time-consuming, and unreliable. 
Usend wanted to improve the remittance system, and in the process of learning, they discovered that 
their customers wanted more than just remittances, they wanted a cost-effective way to gain access to a 
wide breadth of services.



Usend is a fintech that offers foreign exchange transactions securely and quickly through the app. Honing 
in on their vision to democratize access to financial services across borders for everyone, Usend launched 
a debit card for Brazilians to use for purchases while traveling in the US, and also as an add-on product for 
their existing cross-border account holders.



Synapse partnered with Usend (recently acquired by Banco Inter) to help them deliver an essential 
component of their financial services suite - the debit card. Synapse’s debit card program and compliance 
program helped to power the partnership, making cross-border cards possible for Usend.
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CHALLENGE

A full suite of deposit products including card issuance


Cross border debit card issuing


Full compliance and KYC services


A shared vision to innovate new services

The challenge for Usend is to provide a debit card for Brazilians to use for purchases while traveling in 

the US, and a debit card for existing account holders. Usend is on its way to becoming a “super app”, 

delivering multiple financial services under one application, and providing a seamless debit card 

program is an essential step along that path. With Usend, Brazilian travelers can use their debit card 

without incurring incremental fees and tariffs and avoid volatile exchange rates. 



To deliver this vision to the marketplace, Usend needed a partner that could deliver:

We are on our way to becoming a super 

app and finding partners that not only 

understand that vision but can contribute 

to our success quickly is both essential 

and rare. Synapse has been that partner 

for us at Usend.

Fernando Fayzano, CEO
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SOLUTION

The Launchpad for Financial Innovation

Partners in Innovation


Usend tasked Synapse to improve their already 

successful remittance business by deepening 

their relationship with their customers through a 

robust cross border debit card program. Synapse 

helped Usend bring more power and flexibility to 

each customer as they advanced the control and 

provided incremental revenue streams for Usend. 

Vertically Integrated Technology


Customizable integrations are straightforward 

and fast with Synapse’s platform and APIs. 

Before Synapse it could take months or even 

years to get from idea to launch with 

partnerships and program management, 

compliance, operations and support, and bank 

integrations. With Synapse, Usend built a cross 

border debit card program that brought cards to 

customers across borders with ease.



Unprecedented Control


From our cash management account and debit 

card, to just-in-time funding, to control over 

transaction authorization at the time of the card 

swipe, Synapse has powered Usend to control 

its business model and its far-reaching 

customer relationships.

Debit card issuing isn’t unique in the 

fintech world, but cross border debit card 

issuing is. Synapse has a revolutionary 

compliance program that made our 

program possible.

Fernando Fayzano, CEO



RESULTS
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Usend saw their debit card issuing program and the related decisioning logic as a way to empower 

their customers with more flexibility and better cost efficiency. Synapse empowered them by bringing 

a customizable program to market that met their specific brand and service requirements. Today, 

Usend sees the stars as the limit because they know they can bring everything from stock trading to 

shopping to their customers with the payment infrastructure in place. Synapse is a valued partner as 

we align with Usend’s vision to democratize access to financial services across borders. 
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Synapse empowers companies of all sizes and across all industries to become innovative financial partners for their 

customers. We are the only Banking-as-a-Service provider that enables builders to launch feature-complete deposit, 

credit, and crypto products in weeks.


With Synapse’s APIs, companies can design products and services that raise access to financial services for all. We help 

builders develop and launch custom suites of financial services to embed banking products, issue cards, provide next-

generation loans, crypto products, and more, quickly, reliably, and securely.

About Synapse

synapsefi.comCopyright Synapse Financial Technology, Inc. 2022

Synapse Financial Technologies, Inc. is not a Bank.

Deposit, Banking and Card services are provided by Synapse Financial Technologies, Inc.’s partner banks, Members FDIC.

Credit services are provided by Synapse Credit LLC, a licensed U.S. lender in designated States.

Global cash management services provided by Synapse Brokerage LLC, a registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA and SIPC.

Crypto services are provided by Wyre Payments, Inc., a US Money Service Business. Synapse Brokerage LLC does not offer crypto 
services and no cryptocurrencies may be held in any account established through Synapse Brokerage, LLC. Cryptocurrencies are not 
stocks and your cryptocurrency investments are not protected by either FDIC or SIPC.
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